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Issue: 3 December 2017

THE TEAM AT AIR CTI WELCOME YOU TO THE THIRD ISSUE OF OUR
COMPANY’S NEWSLETTER,
With summer well and truly arrived AIR CTI wish to dedicate this newsletter as an sincere acknowledgment of the stirling job
done by the Australian firefighter.
It is difficult to adequately express our admiration and pride at the efforts of these fine Australians who put their lives at risk,
often as volunteers, as they join together with their mates and fight fires annually. They are true unselfish heroes.
AIR CTI is proud and humbled to be associated with such organisations as the Country Fire Authority (CFA) and the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and so to all Firefighters the AIR CTI team respectfully give
our thanks.
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A parade of AIR CTI – usually referred to by its collective noun,
A Pressure of AIR CTI

HISTORICAL NOTE
The CFA was created on 2 April 1945 following significant bushfires during the period 1939-1944 which killed 114 people,
destroyed nearly 1400 homes and damaged large areas of the state. Investigations showed a lack of cohesive firefighting
ability outside the central metropolitan area and so the CFA was established.
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) is a state government department, created on 1 January
2015, responsible for protecting the environment, management of natural resources, managing water resources, planning,
local government, fire and emergency management and property and land titles in the state of Victoria, Australia.
AIR CTI wish to acknowledge the foresight of Mr Barry “Rocky” Marsden and thank him for putting the safety of the firefighter
at the pinnacle of firefighting in Australia.
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HOW A CENTRAL TYRE INFLATION SYSTEM CAN ASSIST IN COUNTRY FIRE FIGHTING
As everyone knows the Australian bush is dangerous and unpredictable. It is a place that needs to be shown the upmost
respect. Every hiker and camper knows that to enter this domain unprepared is foolhardy and to show the country anything
but the upmost deference can be fatal.
Yet the firefighter is regularly asked to attend in these areas. Location where he is not familiar with the lay of the land. The
country and bush changes so quickly and so regularly that it would be an almost impossible task to be conversant with every
hazard.
Obviously, the sooner the firefighters arrive, the sooner the fire can be addressed. However, ensuring the entire fire response
make it to the right place as soon as possible to successfully mitigate the emergency can be a major challenge.
The firefighter must perform a risk management assessment of the dangers and potential obstructions he faces so that he
can always be prepared. Every eventuality cannot be predicted but, through previous experience, many fatal hazards of the
past can be anticipated and overcome.
TERRAIN
Often a firetruck will be in the situation when it must negotiate steep or harsh terrain to either reach a fire or avoid an oncoming fire. The key to the firetruck successfully achieving these maneuvers is tyre traction. Traction is king! Confidence in the
vehicle traversing a difficult terrain or climbing a steep hill is essential (look at the Casterton photo above). A Central Tyre
Inflation system allows the driver to quickly adjust his tyre pressure while in the cabin. Lower pressure translates into a
bigger tyre footprint which is far more capable of turning the engine torque into useful work and not tyre spin. Steep grades
are no longer a challenge and can be successfully negotiated.
Some rural tracks can be a nightmare to negotiate as they may be partly washed away, inherently unstable or just badly
designed. The potential to become stuck or bogged is high. Inability to continue is a real possibility and mean that the
firefighters can’t reach his assigned destination or, more worryingly, can place the occupants in the path of a fire. Allowing
the driver to quickly decrease/increase his tyre pressure via a Central Tyre Inflation system to gain traction
[www.youtube.com/watch?v=-I7AiOpDTck] enables the firetruck to continue with its assignment.
HAZARDS
Fighting a fire in Australia is fraught with danger. Rural areas and the bush are full of tyre puncture possibilities.
A Central Tyre Inflation System addresses a puncture by acting to continually re-inflate the tyre and maintain pressure. This
gives the vehicle a considerable window of opportunity to continue until it is able to relocate to a safe area and repair
[www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgyeDTvKNCM].
A Central Tyre Inflation system also has a built-in warning for a blowout scenario [www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-lRVwBXbrA].
THE MESSAGE IS OBVIOUS.
A CENTRAL TYRE INFLATION SYSTEM INCREASES THE SAFETY OF THE FIREFIGHTER.
For more information and expert advice on Central Tyre Inflation please contact Andrew or Chet on (03) 5127 6128.
From the AIR CTI team, drive safe, enjoy your well-earned break, tell your family you love them, AND check your tyre
pressure!!

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR READERS

